THE FICTIONAL WORLD OF ART THEFT INVESTIGATIONS

The popularity of two recent novels - The Art Forger by Barbara Shapiro and The Heist by Daniel Silva – has caused readers to eagerly look for other novels dealing with the world of art thefts and art forgeries.

The Newton Free Library has many such novels. The books on this listing represent some of our newer titles. In many cases the book titles may also be available in large print and CD audiobook formats. The shelf Fiction call number is printed after the publication date. Fiction works are shelved alphabetically by the last name of the author. Ask a Reference Librarian if you need help in locating a title or to request an Inter-Library Loan to obtain a particular title.

Aird, Catherine. Losing Ground. (2008) FIC AIRD C
Borg, Todd. Tahoe Night. (2009) FIC BORG T
Cobb, Sonya. The Objects of Her Affection: A Novel. (2014) FIC COBB S
Ferris, Monica. Thai Die. (2008) FIC FERRIS M
Fiorato, Marina. The Botticelli Secret. (2010. FIC FIORATO M
Hilton, L. S. Maestra. (2016) FIC HILTON L
Hone, Joseph. Goodbye Again. (2011) FIC HONE J
James, Bill. Pix. (2008) FIC JAMES B
Janzen, Tara. Loose and Easy. (2008) FIC JANZEN T
**FIC KARON J**


**FIC MCCALL A**


**FIC NASR K**

Ndibe, Okey. *Foreign Gods, Inc.* (2014) **FIC NDIBE O**

Neggers, Carla. *Keeper's Reach.* (2015) **FIC NEGGERS C**

Neggers, Carla. *Saint's Gate.* (2011) **FIC NEGGERS C**


Pace, Alison. *A Pug's Tale.* (2011) **FIC PACE A**

Pelecanos, George P. *The Double: A Novel.* (2013) **FIC PELECANOS G**


Rose, M. J. *The Hypnotist.* (2010) **FIC ROSE M**


Smith, Dominic. *The Last Painting of Sara De Vos.* (2016) **FIC SMITH D**


Wiprud, Brian M. *Buy Back.* (2010) **FIC WIPRUD B**
